Pierced lantern Supply List
Beginner
Olivia Suffern
Wed, Apr 22, 4-5:30 pm

Materials and supplies
*This class is designed to utilize what you have "lying around the house" without having to make many purchases, so please email osuffern@92y.org with any questions about what you may or may not have on this list.

Required:
- An empty can of some sort; tall soda/beer cans with removable sticker labels will work best but anything will do-we will discuss this in the first class in case students are confused about what to use.
- aviation/shop sheers or tin snips (basically very heavy-duty scissors)
- hammer
- nails or tacks in 2 or more sizes
- scrap wood to hammer on
- paper and pencil
- utility/box knife
- towel
- fabric gloves to protect your hands while you work (gardening gloves will due)
- safety glasses

Recommended but not required:
- hole puncher(s)
- vellum or tracing paper and markers or watercolor paint